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July 2013 version 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET  
This Environmental Assessment Worksheet (EAW) form and EAW Guidelines are available at the 

Environmental Quality Board’s website at: 

http://www.eqb.state.mn.us/EnvRevGuidanceDocuments.htm.    The EAW form provides information 

about a project that may have the potential for significant environmental effects. The EAW Guidelines 

provide additional detail and resources for completing the EAW form. 

Cumulative potential effects can either be addressed under each applicable EAW Item, or can be 

addresses collectively under EAW Item 19. 

Note to reviewers: Comments must be submitted to the RGU during the 30-day comment period 

following notice of the EAW in the EQB Monitor. Comments should address the accuracy and 

completeness of information, potential impacts that warrant further investigation and the need for an EIS. 

 

 

1. Project Title: Long Shore Resource Project 

 

 

2. Proposer: Strata Corporation (Applicant) 3. RGU: Becker County Planning & Zoning  

Contact person:  Bill LaFond Contact person: Kyle Vareberg 

Title: Business Development Manager Title: Planning & Zoning Administrator 

Address: PO Box 77 Address: 915 Lake Ave. 

City, State, ZIP: Glendive, MT 59330 City, State, ZIP: Detroit Lakes, MN  

 56501 

Phone: (406) 365-5600 Phone: (218) 846-7314 

Email: bill.lafond@stratacorporation.com  Email: kpvareb@co.becker.mn.us 

 

 

 

4. Reason for EAW Preparation:  (check one) 

Required:     Discretionary: 

EIS Scoping      

■ Mandatory EAW √    

      Proposer initiated  

 

If EAW or EIS is mandatory give EQB rule category subpart number(s) and name(s): 

This Project requires that a Mandatory EAW be completed as prescribed in Rule 4410.1000 

Subp. 1(A) and 2, as it meets or exceeds the 40-acre minimum threshold found in Rule 

4410.4300 Subp. 12(B). 

 

 

5. Project Location:  

County:  Becker   

City/Township:  Detroit Township 

PLS Location (¼, ¼, Section, Township, Range): Frac NE1/4 and E1/2 of E1/2 of NW1/4, plus  

NE1/4 (less 8.8 acres to State), plus Part of E1/2 of NW ¼, all being within Section 31, Township 

139, Range 041   

       Watershed (81 major watershed scale): Otter Tail River (Pelican River Mgmt. District) 

GPS Coordinates:  (center portion of property)  Lat:  46.814996         Long:  -95.908700                          

Tax Parcel Numbers:  080549000 and 080551001 

 

  

http://www.eqb.state.mn.us/EnvRevGuidanceDocuments.htm
mailto:bill.lafond@stratacorporation.com
mailto:kpvareb@co.becker.mn.us
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At a minimum attach each of the following to the EAW: 

 County map showing the general location of the project; (Figure 2) 

 U.S. Geological Survey 7.5 minute, 1:24,000 scale map indicating project boundaries (photocopy 

acceptable); (Figure 3) and 

 Site plans showing all significant project and natural features. Pre-construction site plan and post-

construction site plan.  (Appendix A) 

 

COMPLETE ATTACHMENT LIST 

Appendix A:  Mining and Reclamation Plan (01-Oct-2017) 

Appendix B: Custom Soil Resource Report  

Appendix C:  DNR Natural Heritage Review 

Appendix D: State Historic Preservation Office Comment 

Appendix E:  Wetland Delineation Report 

Appendix F: Wetland Delineation Approval 

Appendix G: Wildlife-Friendly Erosion Control Measures 

Appendix H: Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

Appendix I:  State Seed Mixes 

 

Figure 1 – Project Site Map (01-Oct-2017) 

Figure 2 - Project Area Map (01-Oct-2017) 

Figure 3 – USGS Topographic Map (01-Oct-2017) 

 

 

6. Project Description: Provide the brief project summary to be published in the EQB Monitor, 

(approximately 50 words).  

 

Long Shore Resource Project: Strata Corporation is proposing to develop a new sand & gravel 

pit approximately two (2) miles west of Detroit Lakes, MN on agricultural property.  The 

proposed project would involve mining ±92 acres of sand & gravel resources plus an associated 

facility area on a property in Section 31, Township 139, Range 41 of Becker County, MN.  
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a. Give a complete description of the proposed project and related new construction, including 

infrastructure needs. If the project is an expansion include a description of the existing facility. 

Emphasize:  1) construction, operation methods and features that will cause physical 

manipulation of the environment or will produce wastes, 2) modifications to existing equipment 

or industrial processes, 3) significant demolition, removal or remodeling of existing structures, 

and 4) timing and duration of construction activities. 

 

 The proposed Long Shore Resource project includes the excavation, removal, 

processing, and shipping of sand and gravel aggregates on ±115.34 acres (Project) of a 

larger ±199-acre property.    

 A detailed and thorough discussion of the entirety of the Project can be found in a 

document titled “2017 Mining & Reclamation Plan” (Appendix A). The Applicant 

strongly recommends a thorough review of this document, as it contains many 

important details beyond the scope of this EAW. 

 The Project involves the removal and stockpiling of topsoil, and the excavation/mining 

of sand & gravel materials in five (5) distinct locations (Mine Areas) within the 

Project.  The mined materials will be processed in a designated area with processing 

equipment on the west side of the Project (Facility Area) for transportation to off-site 

locations.  

 The primary method of aggregate transportation would be by rail, using the 

Applicant’s private industry railroad track which runs adjacent to the proposed 

Project.  Concurrent and final reclamation of the disturbed mine areas are planned to 

take place on an annual, ongoing basis as the Mine Areas become depleted.  

 Mining depths would vary throughout the Mine Areas to depths approximately four 

(4) to five (5) feet above the existing water table, with the exception of a ±33-acre area 

near the center of the Project known as Mine Area #5. In this area, mining would be 

completed to deeper depths down into the water table, leaving a shallow freshwater 

pond upon completion. Estimated mining depths are detailed on the Project Site Map 

(Figure 1) and are as follows: 

 - Mine Area #1  38 feet 

 - Mine Area #2  27 feet 

 - Mine Area #3  49 feet 

 - Mine Area #4  25 feet 

 - Mine Area #5  15 feet  

Note: The estimated mining depths above are measured from the original surface 

elevations, with the exception of Mine Area #5, which is measured from the post-

mining floor of Mine Areas #1, #3 and #4. Orginal surface elevations vary 

considerably across the site. 

 The Project was designed to avoid all wetlands delineated within the larger property.  

The vast majority of the proposed Mine Areas are currently in row-crop production. 

 An existing residential home and metal shop building located within the Project would 

be removed. No permanent buildings or structures are planned to be erected. 

 The Project would involve the construction of a temporary electric overland conveyor, 

as well as some small temporary structures which would all be removed prior to final 

reclamation.  

 Applicant plans to utilize a portable crushing plant to process the aggregate resources 

for the Project, with the mining, processing and production operations expected to 

occur 2-3 months each year throughout the life of the Project. The finished aggregates 

produced during that 2-3 month timeframe would be stockpiled (inventoried) and 

removed from the site on an as-needed basis throughout the remainder of the year.   
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 Reclamation would be done on a concurrent and annual basis as the Mine Areas 

become depleted. Final reclamation including the removal of all temporary structures 

and buildings would be completed at the end of the Project once mining has been 

completed in all Mine Areas. Any aggregate inventories remaining at the completion 

of the Project would be removed following final reclamation.  

 It is estimated that it will take 19-22 years to completely deplete this gravel resource 

and complete the final reclamation of this proposed Project.  

 

 

b. Project magnitude: 

 

Total Project Acreage ±115.34 acres total  

Linear project length ±0.5 miles 

Number and type of residential units 0 

Commercial building area (in square feet) 0 

Industrial building area (in square feet) 0 

Institutional building area (in square feet) 0 

Temporary metal (sheds) buildings  ˂1000 sf 

Structure height(s) < 20 ft. 

 

d. Explain the project purpose; if the project will be carried out by a governmental unit, explain the 

need for the project and identify its beneficiaries.  

 

To provide aggregate resources for Applicant’s local and regional concrete operations, as 

well as to other independent contractors. 

 

e. Are future stages of this development including development on any other property planned or 

likely to happen?  Yes   ■ No  

 If yes, briefly describe future stages, relationship to present project, timeline and plans for 

environmental review. 

 

f. Is this project a subsequent stage of an earlier project?   Yes  ■  No 

 If yes, briefly describe the past development, timeline and any past environmental review. 

 

7. Cover types: Estimate the acreage of the site with each of the following cover types before and after 

development: 

 

 Before After  Before After 

 

Wetlands 0 0 Lawn/landscaping 0 0 

Deep water/streams 0 0 Impervious surfaces 0 0 

Wooded/forest 26.32 0 Stormwater Pond 0 0 

House/Yard/Shop 

area 
9.53 0 Native Prairie 0 82.73 

Cropland 79.49 0 Constructed Wetland  0 32.61 

   TOTAL 115.34 115.34 
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8. Permits and approvals required: List all known local, state and federal permits, approvals, 

certifications and financial assistance for the project. Include modifications of any existing permits, 

governmental review of plans and all direct and indirect forms of public financial assistance including 

bond guarantees, Tax Increment Financing and infrastructure.  All of these final decisions are 

prohibited until all appropriate environmental review has been completed. See Minnesota Rules, 

Chapter 4410.3100. 

 

 Unit of government Type of application Status 

 Becker County Conditional Use Permit Yet to file Application 

 Becker County Sewage Permit  Yet to file Application (optional) 

 MPCA Air Quality Yet to file Application 

 MPCA Construction Stormwater Yet to file Application 

 MPCA Industrial Stormwater Yet to file Application 

 

 No direct or indirect public financial assistance is being sought nor contemplated.   

 No additional permits (e.g.: water appropriation) are needed nor contemplated for 

this project.  

 There will be no dewatering associated with this Project. Gravel found below the 

water table in Mine Area #5 will be removed using an excavator, with no dewatering 

necessary nor contemplated.  

 No new water wells or other types of water appropriation for the washing of gravel is 

needed nor contemplated for this Project (whether on or off-site). 

 

 

Cumulative potential effects may be considered and addressed in response to individual EAW Item 

Nos. 9-18, or the RGU can address all cumulative potential effects in response to EAW Item No. 19. 

If addressing cumulative effect under individual items, make sure to include information requested 

in EAW Item No. 19  

 

9. Land use: 

a. Describe: 

i. Existing land use of the site as well as areas adjacent to and near the site, including parks, 

trails, prime or unique farmlands. 

 

 The majority of the Project is currently in row-crop production.  A small portion 

of the project is wooded and the Project includes a vacant rural residence (Figure 

1).  

 Two (2) existing aggregate mining and processing operations are located nearby, 

south and southeast of the proposed Project.   

 Residential developments are present north, southeast, and east of the Project. 

Approximate distances from the Mine Area boundaries to many of these 

residential developments are noted on the Project Area Map (Figure 2). 

 A private railroad industry track is located immediately west of the Project, 

followed by agricultural land.  

 

ii. Plans.  Describe planned land use as identified in comprehensive plan (if available) and any 

other applicable plan for land use, water, or resources management by a local, regional, 

state, or federal agency.  

 

 The Project site is currently zoned Agricultural (A-1).  

 The Project is identified in the Becker County Plan Map as being within the 2-mile 

zone of influence. 

 No specific planned land use for the Project area is outlined in the Comprehensive 

Plan. 
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 The Project is compatible with many of the stated goals and policies contained in 

the Comprehensive Plan, especially those related to Land Use (for District 3), 

Development and Natural Resources.  

 

iii. Zoning, including special districts or overlays such as shoreland, floodplain, wild and 

scenic rivers, critical area, agricultural preserves, etc. 

 

 The Project is currently zoned “Agricultural” (A-1).  Gravel mining is permitted 

in (Becker County) Agricultural (A-1) land use activity zones via the Conditional 

Use Permit process. 

 The easternmost portion of the Project lies within a Shoreland Area (1000 feet 

from Long Lake OHW) and would be subject to the Becker County zoning 

ordinances for the Shoreland District.  All mining activities within these 

Shoreland Areas would be conducted above the water table (Appendix A – Item 

15).  

 

b. Discuss the project’s compatibility with nearby land uses zoning, and plans listed in Item 9a 

above, concentrating on implications for environmental effects.   

 

 The Project is compatible with the past and current gravel mining land uses that occur 

on several nearby properties.  

 Even though the Project is compatible with existing mining operations, the proposed 

Project may raise noise and/or visual concerns from nearby residential developments.  

 The Applicant has detailed substantial screening efforts including forested buffers, tree 

relocation, preserving existing hills/ridges, constructed Sight & Sound Berms, and 

generous setbacks to help mitigate and alleviate those potential concerns. 

 Nearby sand & gravel pit operations have conducted gravel mining for decades, with 

those mining activities taking place both above and below the water table.  No 

significant environmental impacts associated with those mining operations have been 

identified or filed with the RGU. 

 Some existing sand & gravel pit operations near the proposed Project have not 

exhibited comprehensive and timely reclamation activities; while other nearby 

operations have and continue to provide quality and timely reclamation of depleted 

mine areas. 

 

c. Identify measures incorporated into the proposed project to mitigate any potential incompatibility 

as discussed in Item 9b above. 

 

 As noted in the Mining & Reclamation Plan for the Project, portions of the forested 

areas around the Project will be maintained to provide natural screening for 

neighboring properties.  In addition, natural topography differences (hills & ridges) 

were preserved to shield the Project from neighboring properties. (Appendix A – Item 

9) 

 In areas where natural screening was deemed insufficient, the Applicant proposed 

constructing five (5) permanent sight and sound berms and transplanting spruce trees 

(6-10 foot tall) to the northeastern corner of Mine Area #4 to provide additional 

screening for from neighboring properties (Appendix A – Items 9 & 16). 

 The Mining & Reclamation Plan includes detailed reclamation plans for the Project. The 

Applicant has committed to providing timely, concurrent, and final reclamation on an 

on-going annual basis as the various mining areas become depleted.  The Mining & 

Reclamation Plan also outlines definitive plans for final reclamation of the Project 

including the removal of all remaining equipment, buildings, structures, and aggregate 

inventories that may exist upon the completion of all mining activities (Appendix A – 

Item 23).  
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10. Geology, soils and topography/land forms: 

a. Geology - Describe the geology underlying the project area and identify and map any susceptible 

geologic features such as sinkholes, shallow limestone formations, unconfined/shallow aquifers, 

or karst conditions.  Discuss any limitations of these features for the project and any effects the 

project could have on these features.  Identify any project designs or mitigation measures to 

address effects to geologic features. 

 

Geologic/Hydrogeologic Setting 

This geologic/hydrogeologic description has been summarized from the following: Regional 

Hydrogeologic Assessment: Surficial Geology – Otter Tail Area, West Central Minnesota, 

MGS (1999); Hydrogeologic Map of Minnesota - Bedrock Hydrogeology, MGS (1979); 

Geologic Map of Minnesota - Depth to Bedrock, MGS (1982), Surfical Hydrogeology – Otter 

Tail Area, West Central Minnesota, MGS (2002), the Regional Hydrogeologic Assessment: 

Geologic Sensitivity to Pollution of the Near-Surface Aquifers – Otter Tail Area, West Central 

Minnesota, MGS (2002), and the Mining and Reclamation Plan – Long Shore Resource 

Project, Strata Corporation (2016).  

 

The geologic setting of the Project area is dominated by a glacial ice margin featuring high-

relief glacial sediments deposited along the glacial ice margin as the glacier retreated.  

These quaternary deposits are pebbly, unsorted, unbedded, inclusions of sand and gravel, 

and feature abundant cobbles and boulders.  This coarse-textured deposit extends to 

approximately 70 feet below grade and lies atop a thick clay till layer that extends to at least 

140 feet below grade (Appendix A: Figures 3a-3c).  Bedrock is approximately 300 feet deep 

and consists of Precambrian igneous and metamorphic rock that generally does not serve as 

an aquifer.  

 

The hydrogeologic setting for the project area is a hummocky moraine featuring high relief 

collapsed glacial deposits.  Groundwater near the Project is located at an elevation of 

approximately 1350 feet (up to 70 feet below existing grade).  Groundwater west of the 

project generally flows northwest, while groundwater east of the Project generally flows 

southeast.  Aquifers typically utilized in the project area are Buried Quaternary Artesian 

Aquifers (Appendix A: Figures 3a-3c),  The groundwater sensitivity rating for the Project 

area is rated as “low”, with the estimated travel time for water-borne surface contaminants 

to impact the resource aquifer at “decades to a century”.  As outlined in geologic cross 

sections provided by the Applicant (Appendix A: Figures 3a-3c), the surficial aquifer 

located within the Project is hydrogeologically connected to surface waters (apparent water 

table) in the area, including Long Lake.  The portion of the Project that will be mined below 

the water table is located outside the Shoreland District (1000 foot setback).    

 

Project Design Features 

Several design features were noted in the Mining and Reclamation Plan provided by the 

Applicant to limit the potential for geologic and/or hydrological impacts.  Some of these 

features are outlined below: 

 

 Prior to completing the Mining and Reclamation Plan, all wetlands within the 

available property were identified and delineated.  On April 28-29, 2016, 

Environmental Scientific examined the entire property and identified two (2) wetlands 

within the ±199-acre property.  These wetlands were classified and delineated as 

outlined in the Wetland Delineation Report dated June 29, 2016 (Appendix E).  That 

Wetland Delineation Report was approved by Becker County by a Notice of Decision 

on September 1, 2016 (Appendix F).   
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 After all wetlands within the property were identified, delineated, and approved; the 

Applicant designed the Project to not only avoid these wetlands but to maintain a 

minimum 100-foot minimum setback from them.   

 The proposed mine depths will avoid mining disturbances below the water table 

within 1000 feet of Long Lake (Shoreland District).   

 The Applicant noted that there will be no dewatering associated with the Project, as 

gravel found below the water table in Mine Area #5 will be removed using an 

excavator.  Therefore the potential for unintended drainage from lateral effect will be 

avoided.   

 Should the finished aggregate products produced by the Project ever require washing, 

the Applicant desires and intends to conduct such washing operations off-site, 

utilizing their existing nearby washing operations located immediately south of the 

project site. Regardless of whether these aggregates are washed on or off-site, the 

Applicant will not use flocculants, coagulants or polymers (chemicals) in the wash 

water to help settle solids in the associated settling ponds. 

 The Mine Areas will be shaped to contain/direct any stormwater runoff back into the 

mine areas and away from nearby wetlands or lakes.  

 The Applicant has proposed seeding the reclaimed mine areas with native grasses 

after they are reclaimed. 

 A constructed wetland will be created in the center of the proposed Project.  The 

Applicant has proposed the establishment of a permanent 100-foot buffer around this 

constructed wetland and recommends that this wetland buffer standard be included 

as a special condition for any Conditional Use Permit that may be granted for the 

Project. 

 The Applicant avoided existing forest and grassland areas which will provide 

additional protection from stormwater runoff effects. Substantial forested areas and 

grassland buffers (setbacks) completely surround the entire Mine Areas which will 

provide additional protection from stormwater runoff effects. 

 The Applicant has incorporated a detailed and comprehensive concurrent and final 

reclamation plan which is noted in the Mining & Reclamation Plan (Appendix A - 

Item 23). This reclamation plan even details the ultimate disposition of buildings and 

structures as well as any remaining stockpiles of un-used aggregates following the 

completion of all mining activities. 

 

b. Soils and topography - Describe the soils on the site, giving NRCS (SCS) classifications and 

descriptions, including limitations of soils.  Describe topography, any special site conditions 

relating to erosion potential, soil stability or other soils limitations, such as steep slopes, highly 

permeable soils.  Provide estimated volume and acreage of soil excavation and/or grading. 

Discuss impacts from project activities (distinguish between construction and operational 

activities) related to soils and topography.  Identify measures during and after project construction 

to address soil limitations including stabilization, soil corrections or other measures.  

Erosion/sedimentation control related to stormwater runoff should be addressed in response to 

Item 11.b.ii. 

 

Soil Types and Limitations 

Project soil textures range between clay loam and loamy sand with the majority of the 

described soils being coarse textured and highly permeable as expected for a proposed 

aggregate mine.  A complete USDA Custom Soil Resource Report detailing all the soil types 

within the project area is included in the EAW for reference (Appendix B).  Notable 

limitations for these soils are summarized below: 

 

Permeability: 

Limitations associated with soil permeability are rated by their sensitivity to 

agricultural related nutrient application.  The majority of the soil types within the 
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project area (+/- 87%) are classified “sensitive” to nutrient application.  These sensitive 

soils are almost exclusively located within the proposed aggregate mine area.  The two 

(2) dominant reasons for the sensitive rating were 1) coarse-textured soils, and 2) steep 

slopes respectively.  Soil moisture was also listed as a reason for the sensitive rating in a 

small percentage of the soils within the Project area.  The remaining soil types within 

the project area (+/- 13%) are classified as “not sensitive” to nutrient application.  

These soil types were identified outside the proposed aggregate mine area and within 

the processing areas (Appendix B).   

 

Erosion Potential: 

The erosion factor (K) indicates the susceptibility of soil to sheet and rill erosion by 

water.  The values of K range between 0.02 and 0.69 with the higher the value being 

more susceptible to erosion. The K values for the soils within the project area range 

between 0.02-0.28.  The lowest rating (0.02) was identified for a small portion of the 

project area (+/-1.6 %) within an existing gravel pit.  The ratings for the remainder of 

the soils types within project area consistently ranged between 0.20-0.28.  

 

 

Topography 

As outlined in the Custom Soil Resource Report, the representative slopes throughout the 

project range between 1-26% (Appendix B).  Slopes range between 4-10% over 

approximately 80% of the project area.  The steepest representative slope (26%) was 

identified within the existing gravel pit within the southwestern portion of the Project area.  

The levelest slope (1%) was identified in the far northeast portion of the Project area.  

Existing Project elevations range between 1420 feet to 1380 feet from the northwest to the 

southeast sides of the project area respectively.  The elevations of the wetland and Long 

Lake located east of the project are approximately 1350 feet, or 30 feet below nearest 

project boundary (Appendix A: Figures 3a-3c).   

 

Acreage and Volume Estimates 

The total size of Mine Areas (gravel excavation areas) for this project is ±91.45 acres.  The 

estimated total volume of gravel excavated for this project is ±4.3 million cubic yards.  Size 

of the individual Mine Areas are as follows: 

 Mine Area #1 - 42.60 acres (of which 6.86 acres will become Facility Area) 

 Mine Area #2 -   8.77 acres 

 Mine Area #3 - 15.80 acres 

 Mine Area #4 - 24.28 acres 

 TOTAL MINE 91.45 acres 

 Mine Area #5 - 32.61 acres (located in the center portions of Mine Areas #1, 3 & 4) 

 

Mitigation Measures 

The Applicant has included an array of mitigation measures to avoid impacts related to 

soils and topography identified within the proposed project.  Notable measures are 

summarized below:   

 

 Wetland Setback – A minimum 100-foot wide setback of undisturbed natural 

vegetation will be maintained between the proposed Project and the delineated 

wetland boundaries (Appendix A – Item 10).  The Applicant recommends that this 

minimum wetland setback standard be included as a special condition for any 

Conditional Use Permit that may be granted for the Project. 

 Constructed Wetland Buffer - The Applicant proposes that a permanent 100-foot 

buffer be established around the constructed wetland in the center of the Project 

(Mine Area #5) following reclamation. The Applicant recommends that this 
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constructed wetland buffer standard be included as a special condition for any 

Conditional Use Permit that may be granted for the Project. 

 Topsoil and Overburden Soil Stockpiles/Sight & Sound Berms - Soils removed from 

the proposed Mine Areas will be stockpiled, shaped and seeded with native grass 

per the local SWCD recommendations.  Stormwater protection measures including 

silt fencing will be employed around all soil stockpiles until vegetation is established 

(Appendix A – Item 13).   

 All erosion control measures implemented as part of the proposed Project will 

follow the DNR’s 2017 Wildlife Friendly Erosion Control guidelines (Appendix G).  

The Applicant recommends that these 2017 Wildlife Friendly Erosion Control 

guidelines be included as a special condition for any Conditional Use Permit that 

may be granted for the Project. 

 Stormwater Runoff and Erosion Control - The Applicant has acknowledged that 

they will obtain a NPDES Stormwater Permit from the MPCA prior to beginning 

the project.  The Applicant also noted that erosion control measures, including 

straw and silt fencing, will be employed in areas subject to runoff around the 

perimeter of the Mine and Facility Areas, as well as those areas downgradient of soil 

Sight & Sound Berms and soil stockpiles (Appendix A – Item 20E)  

 Reclamation - The Applicant has provided a detailed reclamation plan outlining 

reclamation efforts that are both: 1) concurrent with mining operations, and 2) 

completed after all mining operations cease.  The reclamation plan outlines shaping 

of the mine areas, soil replacement, grass seeding, tree planting, weed control, and 

the ultimate disposition of buildings and structures as well as any remaining 

stockpiles of un-used aggregates following the completion of all mining activities.  

(Appendix A – Item 23).  

 

Additional mitigation measures are detailed in the Mining and Reclamation Plan provided 

by the Applicant (Appendix A).  
 

NOTE:  For silica sand projects, the EAW must include a hydrogeologic investigation assessing the 

potential groundwater and surface water effects and geologic conditions that could create an increased 

risk of potentially significant effects on groundwater and surface water.  Descriptions of water 

resources and potential effects from the project in EAW Item 11 must be consistent with the geology, 

soils and topography/land forms and potential effects described in EAW Item 10. 

 

 

11. Water resources:  

a. Describe surface water and groundwater features on or near the site in a.i. and a.ii. below. 

 

i. Surface water - lakes, streams, wetlands, intermittent channels, and county/judicial ditches. 

Include any special designations such as public waters, trout stream/lake, wildlife lakes, 

migratory waterfowl feeding/resting lake, and outstanding resource value water.  Include 

water quality impairments or special designations listed on the current MPCA 303d Impaired 

Waters List that are within 1 mile of the project.  Include DNR Public Waters Inventory 

number(s), if any. 

 

There are no surface waters within the Project boundary.  There is a small wetland 

located approximately 500 feet west of the Project and a large wetland located ≥100 feet 

east of the Project.  These wetlands are protected by the state Wetland Conservation 

Act (WCA).  Neither of these wetlands is on the DNR Protected Waters Wetland list.  

There is a DNR Protected Water (Long Lake- ID#:03-0383-00) located approximately 

500 feet east of the Project.  See the Wetland Delineation Report for the location of all 

wetlands, including DNR Protected Waters, located near the Project (Appendix E – 
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Figure 3).  Neither Long Lake nor any lakes within one (1) mile of the Project, were 

identified on the Impaired Waters List for Becker County.  
 

ii. Groundwater – aquifers, springs, seeps. Include:  1) depth to groundwater; 2) if project is 

within a MDH wellhead protection area; 3) identification of any onsite and/or nearby wells, 

including unique numbers and well logs if available.  If there are no wells known on site or 

nearby, explain the methodology used to determine this. 

 

 The estimated depth to groundwater varies throughout the Project and ranges up 

to 70 feet below surface grade (note that surface grades vary greatly in elevation, 

hence the wide range of depth to groundwater).  

 The project is not located within the Wellhead Protection Area for Detroit Lakes.  

 There is one (1) on-site well near the old farmstead that will be sealed (Appendix 

A – Item 8I).  There is no MDH well record for this well.   

 The closest wells to the Project were identified on the Minnesota Well Index and 

included in the geologic cross sections (Appendix A – Figures 3a-3c).   

 

b. Describe effects from project activities on water resources and measures to minimize or mitigate 

the effects in Item b.i. through Item b.iv. below. 

 

i. Wastewater - For each of the following, describe the sources, quantities and composition of 

all sanitary, municipal/domestic and industrial wastewater produced or treated at the site. 

 

1. If the wastewater discharge is to a publicly owned treatment facility, identify any 

pretreatment measures and the ability of the facility to handle the added water and waste 

loadings, including any effects on, or required expansion of, municipal wastewater 

infrastructure. 

 

Not Applicable 

 

2. If the wastewater discharge is to a subsurface sewage treatment systems (SSTS), describe 

the system used, the design flow, and suitability of site conditions for such a system. 

 

The Applicant has identified that the Mobile Office Trailer (Office) located within 

the Facility Area will either have a built-in restroom or it will be serviced by a 

detached portable toilet.  If this office has a built-in restroom, an estimated amount 

of up to 150 gallons per day of sewage would be treated by an SSTS permitted by 

Becker County (Appendix A – Item 21A).  Since the soils are highly permeable and 

the seasonally high water table is relatively deep, it is likely that a pressure bed 

would be utilized, although a mound system is also an option.  

 

3. If the wastewater discharge is to surface water, identify the wastewater treatment 

methods and identify discharge points and proposed effluent limitations to mitigate 

impacts. Discuss any effects to surface or groundwater from wastewater discharges. 

 

Not Applicable 

 

ii. Stormwater - Describe the quantity and quality of stormwater runoff at the site prior to and 

post construction. Include the routes and receiving water bodies for runoff from the site 

(major downstream water bodies as well as the immediate receiving waters). Discuss any 

environmental effects from stormwater discharges.  Describe stormwater pollution prevention 

plans including temporary and permanent runoff controls and potential BMP site locations to 

manage or treat stormwater runoff. Identify specific erosion control, sedimentation control or 

stabilization measures to address soil limitations during and after project construction. 
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Stormwater Quantity 

Following a topographic review of all surrounding properties, both on USGS 

topographic maps and during field visits, run-off from adjacent properties do not enter 

the Project, and the proposed Project does not alter those natural pathways outside the 

Project.  Therefore, no environmental effects related to run-off into the Project for 

neighboring properties is expected.  

 

No significant changes in the quantity of stormwater runoff from the Project are 

expected, due to the nature of the Project (aggregate mine), run-off from the proposed 

Project will be contained within the Project itself.  If there were any change at all, it is 

anticipated that the Project would results in less stormwater run-off from the property.  

Regarding stormwater quantity within the property, no significant changes are expected 

as no permanent impervious surfaces are being proposed.  

 

Stormwater Quality 

The proposed Project does not introduce any new sources of contamination (ie. 

mechanical equipment), as mechanical equipment is already used at the site.  It is 

anticipated that there will be an increase in mechanical equipment use during active 

mining, followed by a significant decrease in equipment used after the mining ceases 

and reclamation is complete.  The property will likely see a significant decrease in the 

amount of fertilizer used as a result of this Project.  

 

Based on a review of the Mining and Reclamation Plan, runoff within the Project will be 

eventually directed towards the constructed wetland located near the center of the 

property (Appendix A – Figure 1 & Figures 3a-3c).  In this location, sand & gravel 

materials currently located between the surface and the water table, (acting as a filter 

between stormwater runoff and groundwater), would be removed.  To ensure 

stormwater runoff from the property does not travel directly into the constructed 

wetland, the Applicant’s proposed reclamation includes the seeding of the entire facility 

and mine areas with seed mixtures recommended by the Becker County SWCD 

following any reclamation.  In addition, the Applicant has proposed a minimum of a 

permanent 100-foot buffer be maintained around the constructed wetland and 

recommends that this constructed wetland buffer standard be included as a special 

condition for any Conditional Use Permit that may be granted for the Project. 

 

Existing Upland Buffer on Reclaimed Mine Immediately South of Project   

 
 

Since there are: 1) no significant changes to the quantity of stormwater runoff from the 

Project, 2) no significant changes to the sources of contamination to stormwater runoff, 

and 3) the Applicant has proposed measures to adequately treat stormwater within the 
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Project, no significant environmental effects associated with stormwater discharges are 

expected.  

  

The Applicant has acknowledged that they will obtain a NPDES Stormwater Permit 

from the MPCA prior to beginning the project (Appendix A – Item 20).  The attached 

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) (Appendix H) is the current SWPPP 

being used for Applicants nearby Rock Ridge mining and ready-mix operations.  This 

(Rock Ridge) SWPPP would be used as a template for this Project’s SWPPP, which has 

yet to be drafted and would include many of the same erosion control and protection 

measures as those found in the Rock Ridge SWPPP.  

 

 

iii. Water appropriation - Describe if the project proposes to appropriate surface or groundwater 

(including dewatering). Describe the source, quantity, duration, use and purpose of the water 

use and if a DNR water appropriation permit is required. Describe any well abandonment. If 

connecting to an existing municipal water supply, identify the wells to be used as a water 

source and any effects on, or required expansion of, municipal water infrastructure.  Discuss 

environmental effects from water appropriation, including an assessment of the water 

resources available for appropriation. Identify any measures to avoid, minimize, or mitigate 

environmental effects from the water appropriation. 

 

No water appropriation is being proposed for this Project. 

 

iv. Surface Waters 

a) Wetlands - Describe any anticipated physical effects or alterations to wetland features 

such as draining, filling, permanent inundation, dredging and vegetative removal.  

Discuss direct and indirect environmental effects from physical modification of 

wetlands, including the anticipated effects that any proposed wetland alterations may 

have to the host watershed.   Identify measures to avoid (e.g., available alternatives 

that were considered), minimize, or mitigate environmental effects to wetlands.  

Discuss whether any required compensatory wetland mitigation for unavoidable 

wetland impacts will occur in the same minor or major watershed, and identify those 

probable locations. 

 

The proposed Project does not include any dewatering associated with the 

mining of Mine Area #5 (Appendix A – Item15B).  The depth to the 

groundwater within the Project was estimated based on information from; 1) 

soil boring logs, 2) surface water elevations, 3) MDH Well Records, and 4) the 

DNR Hydrogeologic Atlas.   

 

The Project was designed to avoid all wetland impacts while maintaining a 

minimum 100-foot setback from them.  The Project does include the creation of 

a shallow constructed wetland within the center portion of the proposed Project 

where gravel materials will be removed below the water table (Mine Area #5).   

 

After completion, Mine Area #5 will be considered a constructed wetland.  This 

constructed wetland will have: wetland hydrology, hydric vegetation will 

become established within a few growing seasons, and hydric soils will 

eventually form.  Per Minnesota Rules, the proposed constructed wetland would 

be eligible to become a Wetland Bank (MN Rules 8420.0526 Subp. 7B). 

Specifically, for wetland creations completed during mineral extraction like the 

one proposed by the Applicant, the created wetland would be eligible for credit 

for a period of 10 years after creation.  The Applicant understands that obtaining 

wetland bank approval can be difficult, and although they will consider 

applying for credit sometime during this 10 year period, no decision in that 
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regard has been made.  Therefore the wetland bank eligibly of this created 

wetland is not considered part of the Project.  In any event, a wetland bank must 

have a minimum upland buffer width of 25 feet and a minimum average width 

of 50 feet (MN Rules 8420.0522 Subp 6).  The Applicant has proposed a 100-foot 

buffer be established around this constructed wetland and recommends that this 

constructed wetland buffer standard be included as a special condition for any 

Conditional Use Permit that may be granted for the Project. 

 

The constructed wetland being proposed by the Applicant is not an out of the 

ordinary feature of sand & gravel mining operations, as many can be found in 

across Minnesota, in Becker County, and on the properties immediately south of 

the Project.  In an effort to document what features the proposed constructed 

wetland may develop, Jason Kirwin (BWSR Certified Wetland Delineator 

#1108) evaluated two (2) such constructed wetlands created by mining 

operations on separate parcels located immediately south of the Project.  Results 

of these evaluations are detailed below: 

 

Constructed Wetland #1 (PIN#: 49-003-100) 

 
 This constructed wetland is approximately 8 acres in size. 

 It is located approximately 975 feet from Long Lake. 

 It is surrounded by a native prairie seeding on the north, west, and south 

sides, and a residential development on the east side.  

 Dominant hydrophytic vegetation included: Scirpus fluviatillis (River 

Bull Rush) Scirpus pendulus (Drooping Bull Rush) and Salix petiolaris 

(Meadow Willow).   

 Water clarity was excellent and estimated to be greater than the total 

depth (>6 feet).   

 
 Hydric soils were just beginning to form along the border of the 

constructed wetland.  
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 Waterfowl and reptile use was documented on September 23, 2017. 

 This constructed wetland was classified as a Type 5 Open Water 

Wetland which typically has water less than 6 feet deep and includes a 

fringe of emergent hydrophytes around its perimeter.  
 

Constructed Wetland #2 (PIN#: 08-0550-000) 

 
 This constructed wetland is approximately 5 acres in size. 

 It is located approximately 1,900 feet from Long Lake. 

 It is surrounded by a pasture grass seeding on the on all sides.  

 Dominant hydrophytic vegetation included: Typha latifolia (Common 

Cattail), Salix exigua (Sandbar Wilow), Juncus Canadensis (Canada 

Rush), and Equisetum hyemale (Common Scouring-rush).  

 Water clarity was excellent and estimated to be >6 feet.   

 
 Hydric soils were just beginning to form along the border of the 

constructed wetland. Waterfowl and reptile use was documented on 

September 23, 2017.  

 This constructed wetland was classified as a Type 5 Open Water 

Wetland which typically has water less than 6 feet deep and includes a 

fringe of emergent hydrophytes around its perimeter.  

 

 

In addition to the field evaluations, Environmental Scientific interviewed Wes 

Brekke, Strata’s Detroit Lakes Regional Manager to help gain some historical 

knowledge of these previously constructed wetlands.  Details of that September 

22, 2017, interview are noted below: 

 

 Mr. Brekke has worked for Strata a total of 29 years, with the past 14 

years at Strata’s Rock Ridge location. 
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 The constructed wetlands evaluated above were constructed by Strata’s 

previous mining activities approximately 11 years ago, which was 

subsequently reclaimed approximately 9 years ago. 

 Mr. Brekke noted these constructed wetlands “are used constantly by 

waterfowl”.  He also noted, “that during the nesting season, he 

frequently sees teal and mallard hens swimming with their young 

ducklings in them”.    

 Mr. Brekke also noted that he sees white-tailed deer use these 

constructed wetlands for drinking water, and they are also used by 

various turtles and frogs. 

  

b) Other surface waters- Describe any anticipated physical effects or alterations to 

surface water features  (lakes, streams, ponds, intermittent channels, county/judicial 

ditches) such as draining, filling, permanent inundation, dredging, diking, stream 

diversion, impoundment, aquatic plant removal and riparian alteration.  Discuss 

direct and indirect environmental effects from physical modification of water 

features. Identify measures to avoid, minimize, or mitigate environmental effects to 

surface water features, including in-water Best Management Practices that are 

proposed to avoid or minimize turbidity/sedimentation while physically altering the 

water features.  Discuss how the project will change the number or type of watercraft 

on any water body, including current and projected watercraft usage. 

 

 The Project does not directly affect or alter any surface water features.  A 

portion of the Project is within the Shoreland Area for Long Lake and these 

mine areas will maintain a ≥100 foot buffer of the large wetland east of the 

Project, which is hydraulically connected to Long Lake.  The Project was 

designed so all run-off would be contained within the Project and not allowed to 

enter any nearby surface waters (Appendix A – Figures 3a-3c). 

 

 

12. Contamination/Hazardous Materials/Wastes: 

a. Pre-project site conditions - Describe existing contamination or potential environmental hazards 

on or in close proximity to the project site such as soil or ground water contamination, abandoned 

dumps, closed landfills, existing or abandoned storage tanks, and hazardous liquid or gas 

pipelines. Discuss any potential environmental effects from pre-project site conditions that would 

be caused or exacerbated by project construction and operation. Identify measures to avoid, 

minimize or mitigate adverse effects from existing contamination or potential environmental 

hazards. Include development of a Contingency Plan or Response Action Plan. 

 

There is no known contamination within the Project and the potential for contamination is 

considered low considering its current use (Agricultural).  The only known pre-project 

condition that may pose an environmental hazard is related to the nutrient (fertilizer) 

application of the highly permeable soils (row-crop areas) that make up a large portion of 

the Project (Appendix B).  After the Project is reclaimed, the Applicant has stated that it 

will likely no longer be suitable for row-crop production.  

 

b. Project related generation/storage of solid wastes - Describe solid wastes generated/stored during 

construction and/or operation of the project.  Indicate method of disposal. Discuss potential 

environmental effects from solid waste handling, storage and disposal. Identify measures to 

avoid, minimize or mitigate adverse effects from the generation/storage of solid waste including 

source reduction and recycling. 

 

There will be no solid waste generated by this Project.  
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c. Project related use/storage of hazardous materials - Describe chemicals/hazardous materials 

used/stored during construction and/or operation of the project including method of storage. 

Indicate the number, location and size of any above or below ground tanks to store petroleum or 

other materials. Discuss potential environmental effects from accidental spill or release of 

hazardous materials. Identify measures to avoid, minimize or mitigate adverse effects from the 

use/storage of chemicals/hazardous materials including source reduction and recycling. Include 

development of a spill prevention plan. 

 

 The Project will include a ±2000-8000 gallon above ground mobile fuel tank located in 

the Facility Area with approved and permitted containment berm and synthetic 

membrane pond liner to protect from accidental spills, located within the Facility 

Area. 

 The Project will also include various types of heavy equipment which will have fuel 

and oil tanks.  

 Welding gas and acetylene bottles, petroleum products, common household and shop 

cleaners, and canned chemical products will be stored in a portable trailer located 

within the Facility Area.  

 A Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan has been developed for Strata’s nearby 

(Rock Ridge) Detroit Lakes facility which includes spill response procedures.  A 

similar plan will be implemented for this Project (Appendix H)   

 

d. Project related generation/storage of hazardous wastes - Describe hazardous wastes 

generated/stored during construction and/or operation of the project. Indicate method of disposal. 

Discuss potential environmental effects from hazardous waste handling, storage, and disposal. 

Identify measures to avoid, minimize or mitigate adverse effects from the generation/storage of 

hazardous waste including source reduction and recycling. 

 

No hazardous wastes will be generated by this Project. 
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13. Fish, wildlife, plant communities, and sensitive ecological resources (rare features): 

a. Describe fish and wildlife resources as well as habitats and vegetation on or in near the site.   

 

Of the 115.86 acres making up the proposed Project, approximately 85 acres is in row crop 

production, 22 acres are forested, five (5) acres is an unclaimed gravel pit, and four (4) acres is 

a rural residence (Appendix A).  The disturbed areas are not considered to be suitable habitat 

for area wildlife resources, but the forested areas would provide habitat for various wildlife 

species notably including deer, turkeys, songbirds, as well as, predators such as the red fox, 

coyote, and raccoons.   

 

There are no fish resources or related habitats within the proposed Project. The proposed 

Project is near Long Lake bordered by a large littoral area wetland.  There are also several 

constructed wetlands within the reclaimed mine area to the south (Appendix A – Figure 1).   

 

b. Describe rare features such as state-listed (endangered, threatened or special concern) species, native 

plant communities, Minnesota County Biological Survey Sites of Biodiversity Significance, and other 

sensitive ecological resources on or within close proximity to the site.  Provide the license agreement 

number (LA-____) and/or correspondence number (ERDB ___) from which the data were obtained 

and attach the Natural Heritage letter from the DNR.  Indicate if any additional habitat or species 

survey work has been conducted within the site and describe the results.  

  

As outlined in the DNR correspondence (ERDB 20170498) dated June 19, 2017, the Minnesota 

Biological Survey (MBS) identified a mapped site, located along and adjacent to the southern 

boundary of the proposed Project, as being Below Biodiversity Significance (Appendix C).  

MBS sites ranked as Below Biodiversity Significance lack occurrences of rare species and/or 

other natural features that would afford them State protection provided sites of higher 

classifications (Outstanding, High, or Moderate Biodiversity Significance).  The DNR noted that 

portions of the MBS site in question has been altered (disturbed by farming) since the original 

MBS survey was conducted, and therefore it is “unlikely the mine will have any direct impacts 

to the site”.  Based on our review of historic aerial photographs, the portion of the MBS site 

that lies within the Project boundary has been farmed since the spring of 2010.  Therefore, it is 

assumed the MBS survey was completed sometime prior to 2010.  Although the DNR was not 

concerned about direct impacts to the identified MBS site, the DNR noted that indirect impacts 

from surface water runoff or the spread of invasive species should be considered during project 

design and implementation.  

  

c. Discuss how the identified fish, wildlife, plant communities, rare features and ecosystems may be 

affected by the project. Include a discussion on introduction and spread of invasive species from the 

project construction and operation.  Separately discuss effects to known threatened and endangered 

species.  

 

Fish Communities 

There are no fish communities within the Project boundary, therefore no direct impacts are 

expected.  The Project is near Long Lake and an adjacent littoral wetland, but based on review 

of the 2016 Mining and Reclamation Plan provided by the Applicant, indirect impacts are not 

expected because 1) a buffer will be maintained between the Project and this aquatic resource, 

and 2) all runoff from the project will be directed back into the Project rather than towards the 

Long Lake (Appendix A – Figures 1 & 3a-3c).   

 

Wildlife Communities 

The Applicant designed the Project to impact up to 22 acres of forested areas while avoiding 

approximately to 38 acres of forested areas within the larger property.  These avoided areas 

largely serve as buffers between the Project and both nearby aquatic resources and residential 
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properties.  These avoided areas, as well as similar areas on adjacent properties, would provide 

similar habitat for wildlife communities potentially displaced by the Project.   

 

Plant Communities 

Beyond the forested areas discussed above, virtually all remaining areas of the Project are 

considered disturbed (cropped, gravel pit, rural residence), and/or non-native plant 

communities.  Nonetheless, based on review of the 2016 Mining and Reclamation Plan provided 

by the Applicant, both the sight/sound berms and the reclaimed mine areas will be seeded to 

grasses and would likely become a permanent grassland habitat similar to the reclaimed mine 

areas directly south of the Project (Appendix A – Sections 16A & 23D) .  Therefore, these areas 

would likely provide additional undisturbed grassland habitat for are wildlife.  

 

Rare Features or Ecosystems 

No rare features or ecosystems were identified within one (1) mile of the Project.  One 

undisturbed MBS site of Below Biodiversity Significance was identified immediately south of 

the Project (Appendix C).  Based on a review of the 2016 Mining and Reclamation Plan 

provided by the Applicant, this MBS site would be separated from the Project by a permanent 

sight/sound berm, and all runoff would be directed to the north (Appendix A – Figures 1 & 3a-

3c).  Therefore, the potential for indirect impacts to this MBS site is considered low.  (Appendix 

A – Figures 1 & 3a-3c).   

 

   

d. Identify measures that will be taken to avoid, minimize, or mitigate adverse effects to fish, 

wildlife, plant communities, and sensitive ecological resources. 

 

As outlined in the Mining and Reclamation Plan, the Applicant designed the project to avoid 

and/or minimize all impacts to all fish, wildlife, native plant communities, and aquatic 

resources known within the property.  These efforts include, but are not limited to 1) 

establishing permanent buffers, 2) placing the Project within disturbed areas of the 

property, 3) avoiding forested areas to the extent practicable, 4) avoiding all wetlands, 5) 

creating permanent sight/sound berms, 6) developing a detailed reclamation plan including 

grassland seeding and wetland creation, and 7) capturing all runoff within the Project 

boundary.  Following a review of the June 19, 2017, correspondence from the DNR, it 

appears the above measures may also have helped to avoid potential indirect impacts to the 

undisturbed MBS site immediately south of the Project.  

 

 In addition, the Applicant has stated in the Mining and Reclamation Plan that all 

seeding during reclamation will follow the recommendations of the Becker County 

SWCD.  The Applicant would further recommend that the seed mixes used for 

reclamation should be selected from the BWSR List of State Seed Mixes for 

MnDOT District 4 (Appendix I) and also recommends that selection of a 

reclamation seed mix from the State Seed Mixes for MnDOT District 4 be included 

as a special condition for any Conditional Use Permit that may be granted for the 

Project. 

 

Applicant has committed to conducting annual noxious and invasive weed control measures 

including the inspection and spraying of any noxious and/or invasive weeds that may be 

found on the site throughout the entire life of this Project. This inspection and spraying 

would be done by a private contractor or the Becker County Weed Board.  Applicant intends 

to have this Project become approved for inclusion of the Becker County Gravel Pit 

Certification program.  
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14. Historic properties: 

Describe any historic structures, archeological sites, and/or traditional cultural properties on or in 

close proximity to the site. Include: 1) historic designations, 2) known artifact areas, and 3) 

architectural features. Attach letter received from the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).  

Discuss any anticipated effects to historic properties during project construction and operation.  

Identify measures that will be taken to avoid, minimize, or mitigate adverse effects to historic 

properties. 

 

 No historic structures, archeological sites, and/or traditional cultural properties are 

known to exist within, or in close proximity to, the Project. 

 No archaeological sites or historic structures were identified in a search of the Minnesota 

Archaeological Inventory and Historic Structures Inventory for the search area requested  

(Appendix D). 

 There is one (1) rural residence and associated outbuilding within the Project.  Each of 

these structures is slated for demolition.  The structures are not historic, in disrepair, and 

were built sometime after the 1950’s or 1960’s.   

 The majority of the Project area has been disturbed by extensive row crop production 

and therefore would have little or no archeologic value, due to the continued past surface 

disturbances.  

 

 

15. Visual: 

Describe any scenic views or vistas on or near the project site. Describe any project related visual 

effects such as vapor plumes or glare from intense lights. Discuss the potential visual effects from the 

project. Identify any measures to avoid, minimize, or mitigate visual effects. 

 

The Project is currently very well shielded from external view, due to it being virtually 

surrounded by forested areas and/or hills/ridges which limit viewpoints into its interior 

sections.  The Applicant is also planning to take additional steps to shield or screen neighboring 

properties and nearby residential developments from adverse visual impacts.  

 

The Project’s Mining & Reclamation Plan is designed to leave intact several topographical 

features (hills, knolls, and ridges) and to allow the majority of the forested areas to remain 

undisturbed surrounding the outermost perimeter of the Project (Appendix A –Items 9 & 16).  

In those few areas where natural screening features were not considered sufficient, grass-

covered sight and sound berms would be built at five key locations around the Project, as well 

as some younger (6-10 foot tall) spruce trees would be removed and relocated from the west side 

of the Project to the extreme northeastern corner of Mine Area #4 to provide for additional 

screening measures in that area.  These natural and man-made screening features surrounding 

the exterior of the Project would provide extremely effective screening to neighboring 

properties and nearby residential developments (Appendix A – Item 9 & 16). 

 

No nighttime operational activities (mining, soil removal/replacement, aggregate processing) 

are planned for this Project.  As the Project’s normal business hours are scheduled to be 7:00 

am - 6:00 pm Monday thru Friday and Saturdays as needed, no Project related glare from 

intense lights is expected.  On those rare occasions that nighttime work is needed (e.g.: 

equipment repair), portable light plants would be used to cast light only the immediate area 

where such work was being undertaken. 

 

It is not expected that the Project would create objectionable visual impacts such as large vapor 

plumes or huge dust clouds.   
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16. Air: 

a. Stationary source emissions - Describe the type, sources, quantities and compositions of any 

emissions from stationary sources such as boilers or exhaust stacks. Include any hazardous air 

pollutants, criteria pollutants, and any greenhouse gases. Discuss effects to air quality including 

any sensitive receptors, human health or applicable regulatory criteria. Include a discussion of 

any methods used assess the project’s effect on air quality and the results of that assessment.  

 

 Stationary source emissions will occur on this Project in the form of fugitive dust 

generated from aggregate processing equipment (crushing and screen plants), as well 

as from exhaust emissions generated from diesel-powered heavy equipment (loaders, 

dozers, scrapers, etc.) or diesel-powered generators.  

 This Project would secure a Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) Air Quality 

permit before start-up of mining and aggregate processing operations, which require 

strict compliance and monitoring of all State and Federal air quality standards 

(Appendix A – Item 20). 

 Air quality at this site will be tested for conformance with air quality standards by the 

(federal) Mining Safety & Health Administration (MSHA). Additionally, the 

Applicant also engages a private firm to test air quality in and around the aggregate 

processing equipment and also in the heavy equipment that will be located on this 

Project (Appendix A – Item 20B).   

 Permanent electrical power from a local electric utility company is planned for this 

Project.  Temporary power, if ever needed, would be provided by portable diesel 

powered generators. 

 

b. Identify pollution control equipment and other measures that will be taken to avoid, minimize, or 

mitigate adverse effects from stationary source emissions. 

 

 Fugitive dust particles will be generated by this Project.  

 Fugitive dust levels generated from actual mining (gravel extraction) activities are 

expected to be extremely low or even non-existent, making fugitive dust levels from 

this source point well below state and federal air quality standards (so low they may 

be difficult to even measure).  

 Fugitive dust levels generated from aggregate processing operations (e.g.: crushing 

and screening equipment) can exceed state or federal air quality standards (at least in 

the immediate vicinity of the aggregate processing operations).  However, Applicant 

employs extensive dust control measures on all of its aggregate processing equipment 

to eliminate and/or substantially reduce (control) excessive dust levels. Dust generated 

from the crushing and screening operations would be controlled by a series of dust 

suppression systems (water spray bars and water misting nozzles) to remove airborne 

dust particles directly at the source point(s).  These types of dust suppression systems 

have been proven to be very effective and reliable, are widely used and recognized as 

an industry BMP’s (Appendix A – Item 20D). 

 Fugitive dust levels generated from the conveyor transport of processed or 

unprocessed gravel is virtually non-existent, with the possible exception of some 

conveyor transfer points (where gravel materials are dropped from one conveyor onto 

another). When certain types of extremely dry aggregates (e.g.: mechanically crushed 

fines) pass through conveyor transfer points, excessive dust can be generated. In these 

situations, Applicant has committed to building special dust enclosures around the 

conveyor transfer points to control excessive fugitive dust (Appendix A – Item 20D).   

 Internal heavy equipment roads and other areas of frequent travel in and around the 

Mine and/or Facility Areas would be graveled with special sized rock to reduce traffic 

dust generated by heavy equipment travel. 

 In the unlikely event that finished aggregates would be trucked away from this 

Project, the truck route utilized would be south from the Facility Area connecting into 
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County Road 6.  Applicant has committed to watering the gravel roadways, or if 

necessary, mixing an approved dust control agent (i.e.: 35-38% calcium chloride) into 

the upper surface layer of the gravel roadways between the Facility Area and County 

Hwy #6 to control excessive fugitive dust created by such trucking operations 

(Appendix A – Item 20D).  

 Fugitive dust generated at this site will be well controlled and is expected to be 

nonexistent or virtually unmeasurable at locations outside of the Project.   

 

 

c. Vehicle emissions - Describe the effect of the project’s traffic generation on air emissions. 

Discuss the project’s vehicle-related emissions effect on air quality. Identify measures (e.g. traffic 

operational improvements, diesel idling minimization plan) that will be taken to minimize or 

mitigate vehicle-related emissions. 

 

 Vehicle exhaust emissions will be created primarily by diesel-powered heavy 

equipment (loaders, dozers, scrapers, etc.) operating on this Project during normal 

daytime business hours.  A total of three (3) to four (4) heavy equipment units would 

be in operation at any one time on this Project. 

 Aggregate products produced by this Project will utilize rail shipments as the primary 

transportation method which will drastically minimize or even eliminate the number 

of gravel trucks commonly used to transport aggregates (Appendix A – Item 19).   

 If aggregate products are transferred to the existing operation for additional 

processing, they would be transported via electric conveyor lines, which will further 

minimize vehicle emissions.   

 

d. Dust and odors - Describe sources, characteristics, duration, quantities, and intensity of dust and 

odors generated during project construction and operation. (Fugitive dust may be discussed under 

item 16a). Discuss the effect of dust and odors in the vicinity of the project including nearby 

sensitive receptors and quality of life. Identify measures that will be taken to minimize or mitigate 

the effects of dust and odors. 

 

 Dust will also be created during normal daylight business hours by heavy equipment 

traffic, during soil stripping and replacement operations as well as during gravel 

mining operations.  Scrapers and dozers are used to remove (strip) and replace soils 

overlying the gravel deposit.  Dozers and loaders are used to transport the gravel a 

short distance to conveyors feeding the processing equipment during the mining 

operations. Electric conveyors will be used whenever practical to transport the virgin 

gravel and aggregate products to and from the processing equipment, which reduces 

the amount of dust created by heavy equipment movement. All of these operations 

will be conducted within the Project perimeter and would be well shielded from 

residential locations in the general vicinity outside the Project.  

 Dust created by heavy equipment traffic during soil handling and mining operations 

will be contained within the Project and is expected to be virtually unmeasurable at 

points outside the Project.   

 

17. Noise 

Describe sources, characteristics, duration, quantities, and intensity of noise generated during project 

construction and operation. Discuss the effect of noise in the vicinity of the project including 1) 

existing noise levels/sources in the area, 2) nearby sensitive receptors, 3) conformance to state noise 

standards, and 4) quality of life. Identify measures that will be taken to minimize or mitigate the 

effects of noise. 
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 Noise levels at this Project would be routinely tested and monitored by the Federal Mine 

Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) to ensure strict compliance with all State and 

Federal standards (Appendix A – Item 20C).   

 Noise is generated from virtually every human and mechanical activity (source point), 

and noise levels are dependent upon many factors including the original volume levels, the 

point of measurement (distance), and other screening and/or protective measures that can 

to deployed to eliminate or reduce such noise levels.  Noise levels can be accurately 

measured and permissible noise levels are regulated by state and federal health safety 

standards.  Noise level standards applicable to local zoning ordinances are measured at 

the property lines (perimeter of Project).  Permissible noise levels applicable to State and 

Federal health safety requirements are measured at the point of origin or point of human 

contact.  

 Noise levels from this Project are expected to meet all standards set out in Becker County 

Zoning Ordinances, and to also meet all state and federal health safety requirements.  

 As previously discussed, this Project would offer excellent natural and man-made 

screening features which would help to eliminate and/or substantially reduce 

objectionable or irritating noises to levels far below applicable regulations.  

 Backup alarms on heavy equipment are required by federal regulations to warn people on 

the ground of equipment hazards.  Unfortunately, these backup alarms can also be an 

annoyance.  

 To address this issue, the Applicant has proposed utilizing a newly approved type of 

backup equipment alarm that produces a lower frequency, more subtle quacking noise 

instead of the high pitched beeping noise commonly found on most heavy equipment. 

Using this type of backup alarm would help to substantially minimize or eliminate 

equipment backup alarm disturbances. 

 

18. Transportation 

1. Describe traffic-related aspects of project construction and operation. Include: 1) existing and 

proposed additional parking spaces, 2) estimated total average daily traffic generated, 3) 

estimated maximum peak hour traffic generated and time of occurrence, 4) indicate source of trip 

generation rates used in the estimates, and 5) availability of transit and/or other alternative 

transportation modes. 

 

 No designated parking areas currently exist on the Project.  A designated parking 

area will be developed for employee use in or near the Facility Area.  Up to six (6) 

employee vehicles would travel to and from the Project at the beginning and end of 

their work shifts.  Other vehicle traffic (visiting company personnel, occasional fuel or 

service trucks, parts suppliers, etc.) would be minimal and irregular.  

 It is estimated that the average daily traffic volume at this Project would be ten (10) 

vehicle trips (5 in, 5 out). 

 No transit or other alternative transportation modes are available for employee 

transit.  

 As aggregate products would be shipped via rail from this Project, very little (if any) 

conventional gravel truck traffic is planned.  Aggregate transportation for the Project 

is expected to be similar to that used on the nearby Rock Ridge operation. 

  As the aggregates produced from this Project are planned to be transported to the 

nearby Rock Ridge site via electric conveyors for the final washing process, virtually 

all the transport of finished aggregates is expected to occur from Rock Ridge (as has 

been done for decades). 

 Currently, 15-20% of the finished aggregates produced at Rock Ridge are used either 

in Strata’s Detroit Lakes or Perham Ready-Mix Plants. The remaining 80-85% of the 

finished aggregates are transported to distant locations via rail. The applicant expects 

this transportation ratio to continue long into the future.   
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 Going forward, the total volume of aggregates produced and transported via truck or 

rail from both the Rock Ridge and Long Shore sites is not expected to change from 

what is currently being produced and transported from just Rock Ridge.  Therefore, 

the annual volume or truck and/or rail traffic is not expected to encounter any notable 

changes as a result of this Project.  

 Outside of routine rail line maintenance, no additional railroad infrastructure or 

improvements are being planned as a result of this Project. 

 

Discuss the effect on traffic congestion on affected roads and describe any traffic improvements 

necessary. The analysis must discuss the project’s impact on the regional transportation system.  

If the peak hour traffic generated exceeds 250 vehicles or the total daily trips exceeds 2,500, a traffic 

impact study must be prepared as part of the EAW. Use the format and procedures described in the 

Minnesota Department of Transportation’s Access Management Manual, Chapter 5 (available at: 

http://www.dot.state.mn.us/accessmanagement/resources.html) or a similar local guidance, 

 

The vehicle access route used to access this Project will be via West Long Lake Road (from 

the north) or County Hwy 6 (from the south).  The Project is not expected to create any 

traffic congestion problems or require any traffic improvements to area roadways.  The 

Project is not expected to have any negative impact on the regional transportation system. 

 

2. Identify measures that will be taken to minimize or mitigate project-related transportation effects.  

 

Shipping aggregates via rail will help to minimize Project-related transportation problems. 

 

 

19. Cumulative potential effects: (Preparers can leave this item blank if cumulative potential effects are 

addressed under the applicable EAW Items) 

a. Describe the geographic scales and timeframes of the project related environmental effects that 

could combine with other environmental effects resulting in cumulative potential effects.   

 

As outlined in EQB Guide to Minnesota Environmental Review Rules (2010), and following 

the CARD vs Kandiyohi County decision at the State Supreme Court this environmental 

review must also take into account similar projects in the same environmentally relevant 

area that could contribute similar environmental effects to those identified for the Project.  

The potential environmental effects associated with this Project are related to its close 

proximity to Long Lake and the residential developments near it.   

 

Therefore, with regard to cumulative potential effects, the environmentally-relevant area for 

this project is defined as; the area west of Long Lake, south of Cherry Hill Road, north of 

County Road 6, and east of East Townline Road (230
th

 Ave.) (Figure 2).   

 

b. Describe any reasonably foreseeable future projects (for which a basis of expectation has been 

laid) that may interact with environmental effects of the proposed project within the geographic 

scales and timeframes identified above.  

 

There are two (2) other projects located within the environmentally-relevant area which are 

active sand & gravel mines complete with processing areas.  These past projects have been 

in operation for decades and include several depleted (mined-out) mine areas that have 

been reclaimed.  For the purpose of this environmental review, these past projects and their 

aggregate effect on the environment are considered to be the existing conditions within the 

environmentally-relevant area.   
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We identified no foreseeable future projects within the environmentally-relevant area that 

we can consider reasonably likely to occur.  This statement is supported by the following 

observations regarding this area: 

 There are no known applications, permits, or permissions requested. 

 There are no known detailed plans and specifications prepared. 

 There is no known future development indicated by adopted comprehensive plans, 

zoning or other ordinances. 

 There are no known historic or forecasted development trends. 

 There are no known suitable sand & gravel reserves that would support a gravel 

mining operation remaining in the environmentally-relevant area beyond those within 

the proposed project.  

 Due to residential and other developments, no known suitable property parcels that 

could support a similar gravel mine are known to exist within the environmentally-

relevant area. 
 

c. Discuss the nature of the cumulative potential effects and summarize any other available 

information relevant to determining whether there is potential for significant environmental 

effects due to these cumulative effects. 

 

When taking into account the: 1) existing conditions within the environmentally-relevant 

area, 2) no foreseeable future projects within the environmentally-relevant area, 3) the 

mature nature of the past projects, and 4) the lack of any known environmental impacts; we 

have found no evidence to suggest there is a potential for significant environmental effects 

from potential cumulative effects. 

 

20. Other potential environmental effects:  If the project may cause any additional environmental 

effects not addressed by items 1 to 19, describe the effects here, discuss the how the environment will 

be affected, and identify measures that will be taken to minimize and mitigate these effects. 

 

It should also be noted that on April 20, 2017, the RGU completed a detailed and 

comprehensive examination of whether this Project and the Applicant’s nearby Rock Ridge 

operation could be considered a “Connected Action” (MN Rule 4410.0200 Subp. 9c) and 

also whether this Project could be considered a “Phased Action” (MN Rule 4410.0200 Subp. 

60).  Following this lengthy review, the RGU determined and issued a formal finding that 

this Project does not meet the criteria to be considered either a Connected Action or a 

Phased Action, as prescribed by Minnesota’s (Section 4410) Environmental Rules.  

 

Additionally, in regards to the Applicant’s nearby Rock Ridge operations, the RGU also 

determined that the Rock Ridge Operations’ are exempt from further environmental 

review (MN Rule 4410.4600 Subp 2) and also that the Rock Ridge Operations’ do not meet 

the legal definition of a “project” (MN Rule 4410.0200 Subp 65).  
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RGU CERTIFICATION.  (The Environmental Quality Board will only accept SIGNED Environmental 

Assessment Worksheets for public notice in the EQB Monitor.) 

  

I hereby certify that: 

 The information contained in this document is accurate and complete to the best of my 

knowledge. 

 The EAW describes the complete project; there are no other projects, stages or components other 

than those described in this document, which are related to the project as connected actions or 

phased actions, as defined at Minnesota Rules, parts 4410.0200, subparts 9c and 60, respectively. 

 Copies of this EAW are being sent to the entire EQB distribution list. 

 

Signature ________________________________  Date _______________________________         

 

Title        Planning and Zoning Administrator – Kyle Vareberg          . 
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